OA

OMOTARA ADEEKO
omotara.adeeko@siu.edu | Carbondale, IL 62901
Professional, detail-oriented data analyst motivated to drive projects from start

PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

to finish as part of a dynamic team. Proven ability to understand customer
requirements and translate into actionable project plans. Dedicated and
hard-working with a passion for Big Data.

SKILLS

WORK HISTORY

Data collection and analysis
Data mining
Data warehousing
Transact SQL
Python
STATA

Eviews
Business and Financial Advisory
Management
Project Management
Product development
Customer service

Graduate Teaching Assistant | Southern Illinois
University Carbondale - Carbondale, IL

08/2018 - CURRENT

Taught classes of up to 30 students in Macroeconomics, Health
Economics and Economic and Social Issues
Checked assignments, proctored tests, and provided grades according
to university standards
Supported instructor with test administration, curriculum development
and grading
Mentored students through office hours and one-on-one
communication
Customer Service/Consumer Lending Sales Agent |
Nationwide Bank - Columbus, OH

10/2016 - 07/2017

Developed work-flow charts and diagrams to ensure production team
compliance with client deadlines
Served as first point of contact for customer service and sales inquiries
by managing over 50 calls per day
Assisted customers in setting up their auto, motorcycle and RV loans
Marketing and promoting vehicle add-ons such as Finance and
Insurance Protection
Management Rotational Development Associate |
Sterling Bank - Lagos, Nigeria

02/2014 - 08/2014

Provided strategic quantitative models to the company's high net worth
to reduce risk and increase profit
Initiated portfolio solutions ranging from new payment solutions and
investment management to advisory services for high net worth clients
Ensured cost minimization in the purchase of utilities without
compromising quality

Opened over 100 accounts and prepared the proper documentation
and attended to customer inquiries and complaints
Participated in meetings and data mapping sessions to understand
business needs
Developed database objects, including tables, views and materialized
views using SQL
Executive Trainee | Sterling Bank - Lagos, Nigeria

04/2013 - 01/2014

Oversaw marketing initiatives including designing of new fliers to better
capture the banks product
Ensured compliance with Central Bank of Nigeria rules and regulations
in regard to international money transfers
Managed creative projects from concept to completion while
managing outside vendors
Updated executives on changing business needs by thoroughly
documenting internal and client meetings
Direct Sales Executive | Sterling Bank - Lagos, Nigeria

11/2011 - 12/2012

Collaborated on daily operations, tracking sales report and analyzing
against total deposit mobilized
Monitored growth rate and attrition rate of 600 Direct Sales Agent
Contributed to asset growth from 6 million to 11 million through client
acquisition at road shows
Managed large data projects, including scheduling, data entry, and
checking for accuracy
Internship | Sterling Bank - Lagos, Nigeria

08/2011 - 10/2011

Monitored Bank wide cash and clearing position to ensure compliance
to limits and optimize funding
Computed and monitored liquidity ratio and financial markets to ensure
compliance and compare ratio with Financial Control department
Conducted deposit rate survey and news analysis and advised end
users on rates to be applied on deposits

EDUCATION

Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Carbondale, IL

EXPECTED IN 05/2021

Ph.D.: Economics
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL

2016

Master of Arts: Economics
Member of Omicron De Epsilon
Coursework in Time Series Analysis
Redeemers University, Ede
Bachelor of Science: Economics
Graduated Magna cum laude

2011

